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Abstract
The IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) standard deﬁnes a set of QoS sensitive mechanisms for regulating the access to Broadband
Wireless networks. In this paper we present a formal quantitative veriﬁcation study of diﬀerent Traﬃc Shaping (TS)
solutions as proposed in the literature. In particular we consider a priority-based TS (TS-pri) and a probability-based
TS (TS-prob) and we compare them by means of probabilistic model checking veriﬁcation. In this way the perfor-
mance tradeoﬀs between strictness (i.e. TS-pri) and fairness (i.e. TS-prob) can be formally quantiﬁed and the desired
conﬁguration of the TS mechanism can be chosen accordingly.
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1. Introduction
Evolution in IT systems devices and internet-based applications (e.g. social networks, multimedia, web-
services, etc.) have led to the intensive development of the IP infrastructure. Among all IP infrastructures,
WIMAX technology is revolutionising the broadband wireless world. Advantages of WIMAX, include:
low cost deployment, high capacity at large coverage and, most importantly, Quality of Service (QoS) sup-
port [2]. QoS support is achieved by means of three mechanisms, the Admission Control (AC), the Traﬃc
Policer (TP) and the Traﬃc Shaper (TS), and is based on the characterisation of ﬁve service classes: Unso-
licited Grant Service (UGS, for VOIP applications), real-time Polling Service (rtPS, for real-time Video ap-
plications), extended real-time Polling Service (ertPS, also multimedia applications), non-real-time Polling
Service (nrtPS, for FTP applications), and Best Eﬀort (BE, for HTTP applications).The AC which resides
on the base-station (BS), establishes whether to accept or reject an incoming connection request accord-
ing to the negotiated QoS parameters (maximum sustained traﬃc rate, minimum reserved traﬃc rate, and
maximum latency). On the other hand the TP, which resides on subscriber-stations (SSs), drops incoming
requests that violate a pre-negotiated QoS agreement, while the TS, as opposed to the TP, delays (rather than
dropping) incoming requests violating a pre-negotiated QoS agreement. As a result TPs can cause excessive
packet losses, while TSs delay the packet transmission without any loss as long as the buﬀer is not full.
Thus, the role of traﬃc shaping architecture is to send packets into the network according to the QoS needed
by each service class and without any congestion.
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In this paper we propose a formal veriﬁcation study that can be used to assess QoS properties for to
diﬀerent TS solutions. In particular we compare a strict-priority TS with a newly deﬁned probabilistic TS
which is designed to improve the throughput of lower priority traﬃc (i.e. BE and nrtPS) while maintaining
the QoS of high priority traﬃcs. The paper is organised as follows: in Sec. 2 we brieﬂy overview related
works; in section 3 we describe the two TS solutions we study and provide an analytical characterisation of
corresponding Markov chain models. In Sec. 4 we illustrate how stochastic model checking veriﬁcation to
the considered TS mechanisms. We end the paper with concluding remarks in section 6.
2. Related work
Diﬀerent traﬃc policing are proposed in the literature. They are mainly based on leaky bucket, token bucket,
moving window and fuzzy logic [6][7]. In [11] we proposed a new CAC based on the token bucket mech-
anism. We enhanced this study by introducing a new traﬃc policing based on token bucket for Best Eﬀort
traﬃcs (BE) in [6]. In [1], the authors proposed a two-level new scheduling algorithm for the integrated
WiMAX and EPON networks. This method is based on the proportional fairness in order to coordinate the
transmissions from (SSs) over the WiMAX channels. In [14] a novel uplink scheduling scheme aimed at
balancing worst-case fairness of bandwidth allocation wrt delay demands of traﬃc for WIMAX networks
was presented. In [15], the authors propose a simple BS scheduling algorithm in point-to-multipoint (PMP)
mode of IEEE 802.16 Networks. This algorithm is able to allocate slots based on the QoS requirements,
bandwidth request sizes, and the WiMAX network parameters. In [8], the authors proposed a collision- free
centralized scheduling algorithm for IEEE 802.16 based Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN). A new schedul-
ing algorithms for the IEEE 802.16d OFDMA/TDD (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access/time
division duplex) based broadband wireless access System was developed in [16]. To the best of our knowl-
edge, all studies are focused on traﬃc policing while none seems to consider scheduling of traﬃc shaper
that avoid penalizing low priority traﬃc. This is what we consider in this work.
3. Traﬃc shaper description
A Traﬃc Shaper (TS) is a mechanism responsible for delaying data packets according to speciﬁc traﬃc
proﬁles (classes of traﬃc) and/or QoS requirements. With WiMAX, QoS is achieved through the use of
ﬁve service classes, namely: UGS, ertPS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE (denoted, in the following, according to their
priority as C5 :UGS , C4 : rtPS , C3 : ERTPS , C2 : nrtPS , C1 : BE). UGS packets have the highest priority,
whereas BE’s the lowest. The full ordering of classes (wrt priority) is: UGS > rtPS > ertPS > nrtPS >
BE. We consider two TS schema: a strict priority shaper (TSpri), and a probabilistic shaper (TSprob). With
TSpri.incoming requests are served according to the (strict) priority of service classes (thus an incoming Ci,
1 ≤ i ≤ 5, request preempts any lower priority request Ci′ , i‘ < i waiting to be served). With TSprob, on
the other hand, we propose to improve the fairness by introducing a probabilistic allocation of the channel
(thus waiting requests maintain a non-null probability of accessing the channel even when higher priority
requests arrive).
3.1. Markov chains models of TS solutions
In order to analyze the TS solutions we analytically characterize continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC)
models based on the following assumptions: the arrival of bandwidth request for class Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ 5) is a
Poisson process with rate λCi ; the connection duration for class Ci follows an exponential distribution with
rate μCi ; class Ci is associated with a ﬁnite buﬀer of dimension BCi .
Strict-priority Traﬃc ShaperTSpri policy can be modeled by a 5-dimensional CTMC with states x =
(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5), where xi denotes the number of class Ci connection requests waiting to be served. Note
that 1 ≤ xi ≤ BCi , (1 ≤ i ≤ 5). Because TSpri realises a strict priority policy a Ci request will be served only
if there is no other pending Ci′ request, with i′> i. As a result the corresponding CTMC can be described in
terms of the following transition equations:
x
λCi×1xi<BCi−−−−−−−−→ (xi+1, xi); x
μCi×1(xi>0)∧(xi′=0,∀i′>i)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (xi−1, xi) (1)
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where x
λ−→ x′ indicates that a transition from state x to x′ occurs at rate λ, xi indicates all xi′ with i′  i and
1α is a boolean function returning 1 iﬀ α is true.
Probabilistic Traﬃc Shaper. The TSprob schema is a probabilistic generalization of the strict-priority
shaper. Intuitively TSprob decides probabilistically to which, amongst the pending requests, the bandwidth
should be granted based on: i) the population of waiting clients; ii) the “importance” (i.e. weight) of each
class. In practice this is achieved by means of a weighted-tokens mechanismwhereby to each class of service
Ci is assigned a token-type JCi and a weight nCi (corresponding to the priority). On arrival of aCi request nCi
tokens of type JCi are put in the bucket. The bandwidth is granted to the (ﬁrst-waiting) class Ci request with
probability pCi = xJCi /
∑
i xJCi . Note that in order to model the prioritized ordering of traﬃc classes it suﬃces
that tokens weights are chosen such that nUGS >> nertPS >> nrtPS >> nnrtPS >> nBE . The TSprob policy
can be modelled by a 10-dimensional CTMC with states x = (x1, xJ1 , x2, xJ2 , x3, xJ3 , x4, xJ4 , x5, xJ5 ), where
components xi are as before, whereas components xJi denotes the number of tokens of type Ci in the token
bucket with 1 ≤ ∑5i=1 xJCi ≤ BJ (where BJ =∑5i=1 nCi · BCi is the bucket size). As a result the corresponding
CTMC can be described in terms of the following transition equations:
x
λCi×1xi<BCi−−−−−−−−→ (xi+1, xJi+nCi , xi, xJi ); x
μCi×pCi×1xi>0−−−−−−−−−−→ ((xi−1, xJi−nCi , xi, xJi ) (2)
4. Stochastc Model Chekcing
Model checking is a veriﬁcation technique through which a (discrete-state) model of a system is checked
against formal properties expressed as temporal-logic formulae. In such context a model consists of a
state-transition graph representing the dynamics of the modelled system. Historically model checking has
been introduced in the non-probabilistic framework by deﬁnition of the LTL [12] and CTL [5] temporal
logics (and corresponding veriﬁcation algorithms) which provide means for qualitative reasoning on non-
probabilistic (i.e. transition-system) models. Afterwards model checking has been extended to the proba-
bilistic realm with the introduction of the Probabilistic-CTL (PCTL) [9], for reasoning about Discrete-Time
Markov Chains (DTMC) models, and the Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) [3][4], for reasoning about
Continuous-Time Markov Chains (CTMC) models. PCTL/CSL formulae are associated with a measure of
probability (rather than with a value of truth1). As a consequence probabilistic model checking is (primar-
ily) concerned with quantitative reasoning providing eﬀective means to assess what is the probability that
a (PCTL/CSL) formula φ will holds in a (DTMC/CTMC) model M. In the following we brieﬂy summarise
the syntax and semantics of an extended version of the CSL logic [10] which includes some reward-based
operators supported by the PRISM [13] tool, the probabilistic model checker we employed for quantitatively
verifying the considered TS solutions.
4.1. Continuous Stochastic Logic
The syntax of (extended) CSL [10] state formulae φ we refer to is deﬁned as follows:
φ := a | tt | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | S∼p(φ) | P∼p(ϕ) | R∼r(I=t) | R∼r(C≤t) | R∼r(Fφ) | R∼r(S)
ϕ := XI φ | φ UIφ (3)
where a ∈ AP is an atomic proposition, p ∈ [0, 1], ∼∈ {<,≤, >,≥}, I ⊆ R≥0 is a non empty interval and
r, t ∈ R≥0. According to (3) there are two classes of CSL formulae: probabilistic formulae, referring to
measures of probability and obtained by application of probabilistic operators (i.e. either S, for steady-
state measures or P for probabilistic path measures) and reward formulae, referring to reward measures
and obtained by application of reward operators (i.e. the operator R for which four variants exist, namely
R∼r(I=t), R∼r(C≤t), R∼r(Fφ), R∼r(S)). CSL formulae are evaluated with respect to states of a (labelled) CTMC
model. In order to formally characterize the semantics of CSL formulae we ﬁrst introduce the deﬁnition of
CTMC and that of CTMC reward structures.
1although qualitative queries can of course be expressed by means of comparisons with probability thresholds
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Deﬁnition 1. A (labelled) CTMC is a tuple C= (S , s0,R, L) where S is the set of states, s0 is the initial state,
R :S ×S → R≥0 is the transition rate-matrix and L : S → AP is a (state) labeling function.
Deﬁnition 2. A reward structure for a CTMC C= (S , s0,R, L) is a pair (ρ, ι) where ρ : S → R≥0 is a state
reward function, and ι : S ×S → R≥0 is a transition reward function.
The state-reward function ρ deﬁnes the rate at which the reward is acquired in a state, whereas the transition-
reward function ι deﬁnes the reward acquired by the occurrence of a transition2. The semantics of CSL
probabilistic formulae is deﬁned in terms of two probability measures: the steady-state probability and
the paths probability. πCs (φ) denotes the probability that, in the long-run, a state where φ is true has been
reached given that s was the starting state. Thus a steady-state formula S∼p(φ) is satisﬁed iﬀ πCs (φ) ∼ p.
Similarly ProbC(s, ϕ) denotes the probability measure of paths of C with initial state s and that satisfy ϕ
(where ϕ is built on the time-bounded extension of the standard Next and Until path operators [5]). Hence
a path formula P∼p(ϕ) is satisﬁed iﬀ ProbC(s, ϕ) ∼ p. The semantics of CSL reward formulae is deﬁned
with respect to random variables denoted: XI=t , XC≤t and XFφ representing respectively: instant-reward (XI=t )
measures, cumulative reward (XC≤t ) measures, reachability reward (XFφ) measures. Intuitively, a state s
satisﬁes:
• R∼r(C≤t) if, from s, the expected reward cumulated after t fulﬁlls ∼r (i.e. if ExpC(s, XC≤t )∼r)
• R∼r(I=t) if, from s, the expected state reward at time t fulﬁlls ∼r (i.e. if ExpC(s, XI=t )∼r)
• R∼r(Fφ) if, from s, the expected reward cumulated before reaching a state satisfying φ fulﬁlls ∼ r (i.e.
if ExpC(s, XFφ)∼r).
For a complete and formal treatment of the CSL logic we refer the reader to [10].
5. Veriﬁcation of TS schema with PRISM
In order to quantitatively assess the TSpri and TSprobmechanisms we developed CTMC models using the
PRISM model checking tool. Following the model description of Section 3 PRISM models have been made
dependent on a number of parameters, namely: the arrival-rates (λCi ) the service-rates (μCi ) the buﬀers
dimensions (BCi ) and, for the TSprob only, the priority level of each service (corresponding to the token’s
weight nCi ). For simplicity hereinafter we consider only simple conﬁgurations with one common arrival-rate
λ, one common service-rate μ and one common buﬀer-dimension B for all classes of services. Table 1(a)
reports about the number of states and number of transitions of PRISM CTMC models of the TSpri and TSprob
mechanisms in function of the (chosen) buﬀer-size (B).
(a) CTMC model dimension in function of the buﬀer size
TSpri (CTMC) TSprob (CTMC)
B states transitions states transitions
5 7776 40175 7776 64800
10 161051 893100 161051 1464100
20 4084101 23532200 4084101 38896200
50 345025251 2036325500 – –
(b) CSL formulae to check against the model
ID CSL formula description
φ1 P=?[true U[0,T ] (xC ≥BC) prob. that queue C gets full (within T )
φ2 P=?[(xC <BC ) U (xC′ ≥L) prob. that queue C’ length L while
queue C never gets full
φ3 R{“C length′′}=?[I=T ] avg. length of queue C at time T
φ4 R{“num served C′′}=?[C≤T ] avg. num. of service C served within T
Table 1. Size of the CTMC model and CSL formulae for verifying it
For assessing performance-oriented measures, we enriched PRISM CTMC models with the following reward
structures. ρ
“Ci length”
: assigns to each state a reward equal to the corresponding number of clients of class Ci
in that state; ι“num served Ci”: assigns 1 to each transition corresponding to a client of class Ci arriving in the
system. Furthermore we deﬁned a number of CSL properties capturing relevant aspects of the TS behavior,
a selection of which is illustrated in Table 1(b).
2Note that typically a CTMC model is enriched with several reward-structures
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Conﬁguration of priorities for the TSprob model: the behavior of TSprob depends on the chosen token’s
weights. Any combination of weights is admissible, as long as it respects the ordering between services (i.e.
nUGS > nrtPS > nertPS > nnrtPS > nBE). Here we introduce a parametric deﬁnition of token weights denoted




(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) if k = 0
(1, bk, b2k, b3k, b4k) if k > 0, b > 1 (4)
TSprob-b, 0 is the (constant) base conﬁguration, whereas TSprob-b, k is the parametric conﬁguration which
depends on b, k∈N+. Note that the value of b aﬀects the incidence that k has on unbalancing a conﬁguration.
Thus, for example, with TSprob-10, k≡ (1, 10k, 102k, 103k, 104k) conﬁgurations priorities are (remarkably) more
unbalanced, than with TSprob-2, k≡ (1, 2k, 22k, 23k, 24k) ones. Using (4) we can check the eﬀect of increasing
the priority diﬀerence between service classes3 simply by increasing the value of k ∈N (and b). Intuitively,
for k → ∞ we would expect TSprob-b, k to approximate (that of) TSpri.
(a) Probability of full low-priority BE queue within
time T
(b) Probability of full mid-priority ERTPS queue
within time T
Fig. 1. TSpri vs TSprob: probability of low-priority and mid-priority queues to get full
(a) φ3: expected length of UGS queue, TSprob v
TSpri
(b) φ4: expected num. of served UGS requests,
TSprob v TSpri
Fig. 2. Veriﬁcation of φ3≡R{“C length′′}=?[I=T ] and φ4≡R{“num served C′′}=?[C≤T ] in function of the utilization rate λ/μ
Experiments. We report on a selection of experiments referred to the veriﬁcation of CSL properties de-
scribed in Table 2 with PRISM. Experiment 1 (query φ1): in Figure 1(a), respectively Figure 1(b), the
probability that queue BE, respectively queue ERTPS, gets full within time T are plot for diﬀerent TSprob-2, k
conﬁgurations (i.e. increasing k) and also for the TSpri. By comparison BE is evidently more likely to
get ﬁlled up earlier than ERTPS. We further observe that increasing the asymmetry of TSprob-2, k conﬁgura-
tions has a symmetric eﬀect on the two queues: more unbalanced conﬁgurations increase (resp. decrease)
the probability that BE (resp. ERTPS) gets ﬁlled up. (Model conﬁguration: B = 20, λ = 20, μ = 100).
Experiment 3a (query φ3): Figure 2(a) shows the expected length of UGS (at T = 10) in function of the
utilization rate (i.e. λ/μ) and for diﬀerent TSprob-2, k conﬁgurations. It is evident that fairly balanced con-
ﬁgurations (i.e. TSprob-0) behaves very diﬀerently from signiﬁcantly unbalanced ones (i.e. TSprob-2, 4).Also,
evidently TSprob-2, k tends to TSpri by increasing k. Experiment 3b (query φ4): Figure 2(b) shows the ex-
pected number of served UGS requests (within T = 10) in function of the utilization rate (i.e. λ/μ). Also
for this measure evidently TSprob-2, k tend to TSpri. We further observe that with less asymmetric TSprob-b, k
conﬁgurations the number of served UGS requests becomes independent of the utilization earlier than with
3Note that (4) implies that the weight of class Ci is k orders of magnitude larger than that of its predecessor Ci−1.
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query ID CSL formula description
φ1 P=?[true U[0,T ] (xC ≥BC) prob. that (within T ) queue C is full
φ2 P=?[(xC <BC ) U (xC′ ≥L) prob. that queue C’ reaches length L while queue C never gets full
φ3 R{“C length′′}=?[I=T ] average length of queue C at time T
φ4 R{“num served C′′}=?[C≤T ] average num. of service C requests served within time T
φ5 S=?[xC ≥ BC ] steady-state prob. queue C is full
Table 2. CSL formulae for verifying TS models
more asymmetric conﬁgurations. This phenomenon is due to reaching of UGS capacity (e.g. by comparison
of TSprob-0 curves in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) we see, that TSprob-0 UGS length reaches full capacity
(L=20) with utilization of roughly 70% and similarly the number of served UGS requests becomes constant
from 70% utilization onwards.
6. Conclusion
We have presented a formal modeling and veriﬁcation study for comparing Traﬃc Shaping solutions of the
WiMAX family. Speciﬁcally we have considered the strictly prioritized traﬃc shaper (TSpri), and a new,
probabilistically prioritized traﬃc shaper (TSprob), which we introduced in a previous paper. In the ﬁrst part
of the paper we have analytically characterized CTMC models for representing the two TS solutions. In the
second part we have built CTMC models with the PRISM model checking tool and we have characterized a
number of properties, in terms of the CSL temporal logic, capturing relevant (QoS) aspects of the TS dy-
namics. For comparing TSprob and TSpri we have identiﬁed a parametric deﬁnition of TSprob conﬁgurations,
depending on parameters b and k which are proportional to the asymmetry between service class weights.
We have then shown how probabilistic model checking experiments can be straightforwardly set up (in func-
tion of such conﬁguration’s parameters) in order to assess speciﬁc TSprob conﬁgurations. The methodology
proposed in this paper provides designers of WiMAX systems with an eﬀective means to evaluate what TS
solution best suits the desired QoS objectives.
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